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Maria Gurikhina is a young graphic artist and illustrator. Maria was born in 1998 in Saint- Petersburg currently she is living
in Barcelona.
She believes that Art is a reflection of the surrounding world found inside ourselves, which each one of us express in
different forms. It is a language that has no time limits, one that conquers hearts and souls, the one that can unite
humanity.
Her art path started already from childhood and has grown and professionalized via studies. Right now she is a student in
Imperial Academy of Fine Arts named after Ilya Repin, one of the best figurative art universities in the world. She has her
high and primary school professional degrees in art. Maria believes that art is a path of constant learning and so she is
developing her level in studying and cooperating with private artists workshops and galleries around the world.
Maria is a winner of many international awards and grands. She participated in exhibitions in Switzerland, Poland, Bulgaria,
Spain, Russia. She was exposed in the biggest private contemporary museam “ERARTA”, Muzeum Zamkowe in Malbrok,
Poland., AtelierRoshi in Baar, Switzerland etc.
She has illustrated a “Scarlet sails” by A. Grin and now the book with her illustrations is getting published by the “Rudenzov
publishing house” and “Fond of culture” in both English and Russian languages. Also she has several published illustrations
for the online books and magazines.
Marias’ artworks are in fonds and private collections all around the world (in Switzerland, Israel, France, Russia (St.
Petersburg Imperial Academy of Fine Arts named after Ilya Repin), Spain, Poland , Norway, Bulgaria (Varna), Belgium). She
participated in print exchanges, art auctions and magazines. Some of her exhibitions were fully sold out.
She has been successfully working as professor and teaching people all over the world in online art company
‘jivopismaslom’. For five years she was an art coach and volunteer in the «KEDR» social charity rehabilitation and
assistance fund for disabled people. She was making workshops in the bookstore chain «Bukvoyed», artisit union, private
printmaking galleries.
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